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Relaxed States 1 and 2 were counterbalanced. Total number of possible sweeps per time epoch: 1 min.
≈ 2200, 1.5 min. ≈ 3400, 3 min. ≈ 6800, and 6 min. ≈ 13,500. When participants were not engaging in
motor activity during “Intermittent” active conditions, they were relaxing.
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Figure 6. Average residual noise level (+1 standard deviation) during the
3 min. active conditions.
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Figure 4. Average residual noise level (+1 standard deviation) during the
3 min. relaxed conditions.
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Figure 8. Residual noise as a function of time across 3 Active States.

A residual noise level of 0.025µV was our criterion for effectiveness. Averaging time to examine efficiency
ranged from 1-3 minutes for the Relaxed Conditions and 1.5-6 minutes for the Active Conditions. The
maximum averaging times were chosen based on what we concluded would be the longest reasonable
time that a clinician would spend averaging a single run in a clinical setting.
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3) Artifact Rejection (AR) Comparison in the 6 minute Intermittent Mouth Condition
2-Way ANOVA: [AR (10µV vs AR 20µV) x Device (VIVO, IHS)]
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This experiment was designed to test the effectiveness and efficiency of the IHS (using artifact
rejection) and VIVO (using Kalman filtering, the Amplitrode, and Bluetooth) ABR systems in
reducing residual noise (RN). Adults were tested while they were asked to maintain a quiet, relaxed state
and also during periods of induced motor movement. Measures from each system were simultaneously
recorded to eliminate any differences in noise levels due to sequential recording from each system
individually, thus any noise present would be at equal levels for both systems.
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Table 1. Description of abbreviations: AR = artifact rejection; KF= Kalman filtering.
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Significant Result: Main effect of device (p<0.0001) with lower RN for VIVO
(x = 0.024µV) than for IHS (x = 0.053µV)
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Figure 3. Average residual noise level (+1 standard deviation) during the
1.5 min. relaxed conditions.
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Figure 2. Average residual noise level (+1 standard deviation) during the 1
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2) Active State – 3-Way ANOVA: [State (intermittent iPad, intermittent mouth, constant
iPad) x Time (1.5, 3, 6 min.) x Device (VIVO, IHS)]
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Significant Result: Main effect of Time (p<0.0001)
• RN lower for 3 minutes (x = 0.036µV) than for 1.5 (x = 0.045µV)
• RN lower for 3 minutes (x = 0.036µV) than for 1 minute (x = 0.058µV)
• RN lower for 1.5 minutes (x = 0.045µV) than for 1 minute (x = 0.058µV)
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ü Sixteen participants: 5 males, 11 females (Mean age: 25.9 yrs; SD: 4.4 yrs)
ü Instrumentation:
Ø Intelligent Hearing Systems (IHS) – SmartEP
ØVivosonic Integrity System (VIVO)- V500 G1 System
ü Preparation
1) Participants’ forehead and earlobes were cleaned with an alcohol wipe to remove oils from the skin
and then were scrubbed with NuPrep, an abrasive gel.
2) Six disposable adhesive electrode tabs were placed on the forehead and the front and back of the
earlobes. Three electrodes were connected to the IHS ABR system and three electrodes were
connected to the VIVO ABR system (see Figure 1).
3) Insert earphones were placed in the participants’ ears. To initiate recording, a click stimulus of
-15 dB nHL was presented.
4) Participants were seated in a reclined chair in a sound treated booth.
5) EEG data was recorded simultaneously using IHS and VIVO ABR devices using a sampling rate of
20,000 Hz. For both devices data points were analyzed every ≈0.5 ms over 13 ms.
6) Averaging time varied between 1 minute and 6 minutes depending on condition (see Table 1).
7) Residual Noise (RN) calculated as the standard deviation of the mean over a 13 ms time window.

Three repeated measures ANOVAs were performed:
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Purpose: To determine the effectiveness and efficiency of the IHS (utilizing artifact rejection) and the
Vivosonic Integrity (utilizing Kalman weighting the Amplitrode, and Bluetooth technology) in reducing
residual noise.

Relaxed State Results

Residual Noise (µV)

Various averaging and noise reduction techniques are employed by instrument manufacturers to reduce
unwanted noise (e.g., physiologic noise from movement, electromagnetic noise from other equipment,
electrical activity of the brain) during the recording of an auditory brainstem response (ABR). The
remaining residual noise must be low enough to allow the detection of a threshold ABR that is small in
amplitude. In this study, we compare residual noise (RN) measures obtained using artifact rejection as
implemented on the Intelligent Hearing System (IHS) to Kalman weighting, the Amplitrode, and Bluetooth
technologies as implemented on the Vivosonic Integrity System (VIVO) under relaxed and active subject
motor states. Recordings were obtained simultaneously so that any motor activity influenced both IHS
and the VIVO recordings similarly. All recordings were performed without an evoking stimulus.

“Effectiveness” demonstrated using a criterion residual noise level of 0.025µV (Newborn Hearing Screening Program, 2013) which is
denoted on each graph by a black dotted line. Number of individuals who met this criterion are noted by a numeral in each bar in graphs.

Figure 7. Average residual noise level (+1 standard deviation) during the
6 min. active conditions.

Relaxed State
• There was no significant difference in RN between the IHS and the VIVO…
• however, for 3 minutes of averaging, the VIVO was more effective (11/16 participants met the RN
criterion) than the IHS (5/16 met the RN criterion).
• Some activity level existed in the Relaxed State Conditions. Note an average of 699 rejects out of
6780 total sweeps using the IHS with 3 minutes of averaging.
• Kalman weighted averaging (every sweep counts but high amplitude sweeps are weighted less than
low amplitude sweeps), Amplitrode and Bluetooth may be of benefit in relaxed states with periodic
bouts of activity.
Active State
• VIVO (Kalman, Amplitrode, Bluetooth) was more effective in reducing RN in all active conditions than
was IHS (artifact rejection). VIVO reached the average RN criterion by ≈ 6 minutes of averaging
whereas the IHS did not. While a longer averaging time might reduce RN further, this is not practical
in a clinical setting.
• RN levels for VIVO as a function of averaging time did not vary by noise type (intermittent vs.
constant), whereas the duration and amplitude of motor activity had a large impact on RN level as a
function of averaging time for the IHS (Figure 8).
• Increasing the artifact rejection (AR) level from 10 µV to 20 µV in the 6 minute intermittent “mouth”
condition reduced RN level slightly (3374 more sweeps in the average); however the average RN did
not meet the 0.025 µV criterion. The duration and amplitude of the motor noise is likely to influence
whether a RN criterion can be met in a timely manner using a higher AR level.
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